
Dispelling The Fog between Confusing Forms


There are 2 versions of writing Noon. This one is very similar to vav, except that it’s slightly shorter 
ans stouter.

� ן  vav

�  noon ו
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We can see here that the printed Kaf is more curvy than bet and doesn’t have the flick at the 
bottom left side of the letter. Whereas, with the cursive writing, the bet has a wave at the bottom 
whereas Kaf is like a mirror reflection of the Latin letter C.

�  כ kaf

� בּב bet 
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The major difference between the two letters is that the edge and top corner of the Kaf letter is 
sharper. In Resh, it’s more curvy and perhaps the letter itself is also slightly shorter than Kaf.

  �  kafך

Resh � ר 
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These two letters could be confusing for Arabic speaking students because they both refer to the 
same Arabic letter Lam [l].  In Hebrew, none of them of course refer to [l], neither do they represent 
the same letter.

Ayin  � ע 
Tsad   צ  �
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These two letters could be confused because we just tend to assume that the opening and closing at the top 
is a style of writing rather than the real shape of the letter.

   samekh ס�

� tet  ט
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This letter could be confused especially with tet because it is almost the upside down version of it. 

———————————————————————————————————————————

� מ     mem

hei ה �
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What I found so tricky with the Hebrew alphabet, is that the slight wavering that could be taken for 
cursive writing for beginners, could actually change the whole letter. One way to avoid this is to 
look at these letters as symbols, focus on the slightest detail and try to copy exactly what you see 
written rather than attempting to add your own style in writing.

� ח  khet

� Tav ת
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